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SUMMARY

In small dioecious populations there will frequently be a numerical excess of
one sex. It is argued that a gene for hermaphroditism will spread in such
conditions. The strength of selection for such a gene is inversely proportional
to the population number.

1. INTRODUC1'ION

Most higher plants and many animals are hermaphrodites. There are three
commonly argued models for the evolution of hermaphroditism:

(a) The low density model (Tomlinson, 1966)—when numbers are low
an individual may have difficulty in finding a mate. Every individual
a hermaphrodite meets is a potential mate. In a dioecious popula-
tion, many encounters are between like-sexed individuals.

(b) The resource allocation model (Charnov, Maynard Smith and Bull,
1976)—a hermaphrodite, by allocating its resources partly to male
and partly to female functions, is able in some species, to produce
more offspring than a single sexed individual.

(c) The sampling-error model (Ghiselin, 1969)—in small populations
there will frequently be a numerical excess of one sex. Hermaph-
roditism prevents such fluctuations.

Although Ghiselin (1969) was able to present comparative evidence that
the sampling-error model has some importance, it is difficult to see how it
can be formulated in terms of advantage to a gene for hermaphroditism
rather than a group advantage (see Maynard Smith, 1978). The purpose
of this paper is to argue that a gene for hermaphroditism may spread in a
dioecious population if the latter often deviates from a 1: 1 sex ratio.

2. THE MODEL

Consider a diploid population of dioecious individuals. A rare dominant
mutation H arises in generation 1 so that H/+ individuals are hermaph-
rodites which allocate equal rsources to male and female gamete produc-
tion. Let the size of the adult breeding group be N +1, and the number
of males and females respectively be Nr and N(1 —r). Then the frequency
of the H gene is

= 1/2(N+1)
and its expected frequency (conditional on the value of r) in the next
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generation is

1( 1 1

P2l2N+1+2N(1)+1
(note that because of the finite population size assumed, the actual

frequency of H will deviate from this somewhat).
The expectation Of P2 taken over all possible values of r is given by

1 Vr1d2P2\

where V. = ,N is the variance in r generated by binomial sampling of the

frequency of males, assuming a mean value of .Evaluating the derivative,
we obtain

1 N 1 1

E{P2}=2(N+1)+2(N1)3=2N+1+

for large N. The strength of selection in favour of H is measured by

(E{p2}—p1)/p1 — 1/N.

3. Discussior.t

The advantage sustained by a gene for hermaphroditism in the above
model is dependent on an effect first discussed by Fisher (1930) and later
by Verner (1965) and Williams (1979). Thus if males are rare within a
population, males may have a higher reproductive output than females in
the same population. If an individual has produced equal numbers of male
and female offspring, then its reproductive gain will be higher than those
who have produced an excess of females. The same argument holds if there
is an excess of males. This model has been applied to the hermaphrodite
case by Borgia and Blick (1981). They show that hermaphrodites produce
more offspring than gonochorists in small populations. However, this effect
is not related to the spread of a gene for hermaphroditism. Moreover they
feel that the advantage produced for hermaphroditism accrues from Tom-
linson's low density model (1966). The argument developed here indicates
that the low density and sampling-error models may depend on the same
underlying effect i.e., random fluctuation in sex ratio.

Acknowledgements.—! am indebted to the referee of this paper for suggestions relating
to the form of the model.
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